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individual supporters and funding agencies and events. All donations
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be allocated to the greatest need, although donors can indicate a
preference. Funds given for a specific appeal will be used for that
purpose.

This time last year I wrote about the inequality in
Cambodian society and wecontinued with this theme at our
conference in Bawtry Hall entitled ‘It’s not fair’.
Returning recently from a visit to booming Phnom Penh
I have been reflecting again on the unfairness of many of
the situations I encounter. As the giant shopping malls go
up, in places the city begins to look like the modern Asian
metropolises of Bangkok or Shanghai, full of young people
with the latest mobile phone glued to their ears and dressed
in fashionable clothes. While the majority poor are struggling
to survive following recent food price rises of up to 40%.
Of course we cannot begrudge people the choices that
the development we have worked for, brings. But on an
individual level the injustice is some times hard to fathom.
We expect in our home society to have a higher authority to
petition, to ensure our rights are observed. Yet in Cambodia
there is often no alternative but to endure unfair situations.
From the many driven from their slum or forest homes to
clear space for development, to a mum prevented from seeing
her daughter by a Christian ex-husband. A child expelled
from an expat run private school because her HIV +ive status
may frighten off other fee paying parents and a young girl
escaping an unjust prison sentence to face sexual slavery
instead. The lack of justice was made starkly obvious to me.
The world condemns the authorities in nearby Myanmar who
seem to have little compassion for their own people. Let’s
pray that the leaders of Cambodia would leave their own
dark past behind and forgetting self interest, strive to serve
the poor and marginalised. Pray for the Christian community
that they might be salt and light and set a clear example.

We invite individual donors who pay UK tax to complete a Gift Aid
Declaration Form (obtainable from the Bawtry Office). This will enable
us to claim back from the Inland Revenue tax already paid (currently
28% of the gift). Cheques should be made payable to “SAO Cambodia”
and sent to the Bawtry Office.
BANKERS
National Westminster Bank Plc, 23, Market Place, Bawtry, Doncaster,
DN10 6JL, UK.
Current A/C: 69404054; Sort Code: 60-02-50
A/C name: SAO Cambodia
AUDITORS

Ian Pickup & Co, 123 New Road side, Horsforth, LEEDS LS18 4QD
SAO Cambodia, Bawtry Hall,
Bawtry, Doncaster, DN10 6JH
Tel: 01302-714004; Email: admin@saocambodia.org
Web site: www.saocambodia.org

SAO Cambodia is working in partnership in Cambodia with five
other missions as part of
International Co-operation Cambodia (ICC)
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Give thanks for the safe
arrival of Paul Symons
Paul, a brother for Matthew,
arrived in a hurry at the end of
February, with Deth giving birth
in a Phnom Penh hospital.

The family will be home in the UK June and July. If you
want to meet up with them then check the web site for their
next meeting. If you want to organise a meeting for them
to speak at to hear about Graham’s work with the Prison
Fellowship and Deth’s work with HOSEA then contact
g.collett@saocambodia.org Please pray for them as they
seek to raise their funding support, as finances are very tight.

Front cover main photo: Football in the Olympic stadium, Phnom Penh. Courtesy Geoff Collett

Working with
Daughters
Dave and Laura Vann recently returned
from Cambodia after serving for a couple
of years. They spoke about their work at
our recent Conference. Laura was involved
in a variety of different groups but spoke
movingly about her work with Daughters of
Cambodia. In repsonse to interest shown in
this work here is some information about the
project and the people they are serving.
Daughters is a Christian, local nongovernmental organization that
provides comprehensive services to
female victims of sexual exploitation
who are working in the sex-industry in
Cambodia, empowering them to make
life-style changes for their own lives.
Through Centre activities and
programmes, Daughters provides
services which enable victims of
sexual exploitation to set themselves
free from enslavement through
employment opportunities, and a wide
range of social and psychological
services. These include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

medical clinic
high quality therapeutic and
counseling services
small business schemes
a range of educational
activities
an intervention programme
for the young children who
live in the brothels
brothel-based outreach to
build relationships with
new girls

We also offer a wide range of creative
and fun drop-in activities to build
self-esteem and provide a holistic,
wholesome new life. These include
hip hop dance, jewellery-making,
Khmer dance, art, nail & hair art,

drama therapy, and card-making.
Daughters started these services after
conducting needs assessments with
girls in brothels and finding that most
girls wanted to live free from sexual
exploitation but they were constrained
by the need to earn an income
constantly, because their families
demanded on-going financial support.
Daughters therefore designed a
programme in which girls would be
offered a job and immediately receive
a salary, have freedom to choose
where they want to live, receive
therapeutic treatment, nurture, social
support and educational services to
enable holistic recovery, teach healthy
decision-making and ensure changes
are sustained long-term.
Daughters is a new approach to
eradicating enslavement in sexual
exploitation in Cambodia, avoiding
the trauma and unsustained outcomes
of forced rescues; victims who are
reintegrated following forcible
rescues (even when given skills and
education) are mostly re-trafficked
for two reasons, firstly the changes
were imposed rather than internal
and voluntary and secondly because
families demand an immediate
source of income. Outcomes from
Daughters model to date show that
the girls experience healing and
freedom from trauma, and sustain

healthy choices because the life-style
changes are internal, voluntary, and
holistic.
Girls who leave the sex industry are
offered safe, free accommodation
within Daughters’ housing schemes
if they wish to live there. These
are currently rented flats because
most girls prefer to live in their own
homes within their existing support
networks. The housing provided is a
therefore sustainable community-based
reintegration; girls take responsibility
for their own lives, they buy their own
food and household supplies from their
salaries and have to clean their own
homes. This teaches them independent
living, responsibility and life-skills
rather than NGO dependence, where
girls are free to live a normal life in the
community. Social workers provide
support and teach life-skills, hygiene,
and relationship skills.

Please pray for:-

Protection for staff and girls, spiritually,
emotionally and physically. That the word
would continue to fall on ‘good ground’, to
take root, grow and flourish in our girls lives
so that they experience in depth and truth the
life-changing impact of the gospel of Jesus.
Growth and success for our programmes and
businesses. New partners/people to come on
board for business, staffing, and skill trainers.

SAO Cambodia supports and is involved with, a number of different Christian agencies working in

Cambodia along side our work within ICC. In this edition of Vision you can read about Daughters
(above), the EFC Youth leadership programme (Page 4), two schools (Pages 8&9) and a theological
education by extension programme (Page 11). These are all ways we seek to fulﬁll our vision to serve
the people of Cambodia and give them an opportunity them to experience a relationship with God.
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Reflections from Andong
Hourn Kim Suong is a student of the Diamond youth
leadership training programme, run by the Evangelical
Fellowship of Cambodia’s Youth Commission. His
article gives an insight into how young Christians are
trying to cross the ever widening social divides with
the saving message of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

I’d heard about the forced eviction
of the squatters from Phnom Penh
riverfront and their dejection and
loneliness after their resettlement
in Andong, 20 kilometers from
their former homes. But I was
far away in Banteay Meanchey
province. Then, when I became a
Diamond Project student, we went
to Andong Resettlement Village
for an exposure trip to interview
the villagers about their lives and
hardships in their new resettlement
location. God touched my spirit
again, challenging me to consider
the plight of these people.

family
we were
interviewing,
because the
smell was too
much.

I asked myself, “Is this a place
where people should live? How
long can they put up with living
in these conditions? How do they
live in these conditions? What
hope do they have at all? What
about their health in the future?
Who cares about these people?”

When we entered the village,
and then the house of the family
we interviewed, there was a
ﬁve month old baby girl who
was sleeping in a hammock. A
thirty year old man came in and
he greeted us in the traditional
Their houses were all made of
Cambodian way. He
thatch and placed so close
asked us to sit down on
Is this a
together they looked
a bamboo bed and make
like bananas in a bunch.
place where ourselves comfortable.
It reminded me of how
His name was Bontheun
people
when it rains mushrooms
and he owned the house.
appear very quickly, just should live? He told us his wife was
overnight. The smells of
very sick and he did
the muddy open sewers
not have the ﬁnances to
running down the paths between
help treat his wife’s ailment, but
the rows of houses from this
his brother in law helped take his
village are hard to stand for more
wife to a far away province for
than a short while. A female
treatment. He was left alone with
student with me was sick into
his 5 month old baby daughter. It
sewer outside of the house of the
had been three months since she
left, and since then he
has heard nothing from
her. He waits every
day for his wife and
diligently takes care
of the baby, but hopes
his wife will return
soon. Other people
have offered to take his
baby girl to raise for
him as they have seen
his predicament. His
biggest problem is not
being able to leave to
The Youth Conference for the EFC KEY programme, from which
go work and earn an
some of the youth go on to become leaders.
income because he is caring for his
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baby daughter. Ever since they
were evicted from the riverfront
in Phnom Penh, they have been
miserable without have water for
bathing and sanitation. Bonthuen
has been able to catch some ﬁsh
nearby to sell in order provide
him and his daughter with some
food. No one from the government
has expressed even the slightest
interest in them.
The difﬁculties I have faced
throughout my life in mind seemed
like big ones, but compared to
the people living in Andong, my
problems are miniscule. This
experience of interviewing these
families causes me to think about
them a lot because I have always
had enough to eat, and a decent
enough place to stay. I also think
about those in power, are they able
to help these people and how?
And why aren’t they helping? Are
these people who are in power my
neighbours? When I entered this
village of the ‘poor in spirit’ I was
sort of embarrassed and hesitant
because I did not have even a little
gift to give them. I felt bad when I
saw their condition and how they
needed help. I did not look down
on them because of their poverty,
as do the pre-existing villagers
abutting the Andong resettlement
village, who built high brick walls
and erected big signs that said,
“Do Not Enter, Danger.” These
people just need someone to help
meet their basic needs of food and
health, teach them some life skills,
and help them income generation
projects.
Psalm 146: 7-9 says; “God will
meet out justice for those who
are oppressed. God will give food
to those who hunger. God will
release those who are captive.
God will open the eyes of the
blind. God will lift up the humble,
and raise them up tall. God loves
the righteous. God protects and
lifts up the aliens, orphans, and
widows, and God will destroy the
way of the wicked.”
What I have seen with my own

eyes concerning the villagers
good works of his servants here. I
according to this verse is that they
have heard them say, “Christians
are able to receive true hope that
are the ones who have helped us,
comes from God. I have
they have built houses for us,
learned about God’s
Christians given us food, they have come
compassion and mercy
are the to visit us; all this showed me
toward the poor and
that God is working among
ones who them through the various
oppressed of Andong.
help us means of his servants there.
Even though a number of
them do not yet know who
Jesus is, God is using the good
When I left the village, I knew that
deeds of his servants working in
Jesus’ presence was there, and that
the village who help them when
he was fulﬁlling his mission there.
they have no hope. When society
Jesus is with those ‘poor in spirit’
rejects them, the Christians serving people. I want to take a part in
here care. That shows that God
helping the villagers of Andong.
accepts them and this gives them
Although I do not live near their
hope. They can see the character
village, the work of what God is
of our God which is displayed
already going on there. My broken
clearly among them through the
heart for them, my prayers, and

helping those who serve God there,
helps me have a part in God’s
work there, even though I have no
physical resources to help them.
Feeling empathy for them makes
me want to be more involved in
their lives.
I know that God truly has a plan
for the people who are now living
in Andong. This plan starts with
me, then my brothers and sisters in
the faith, as we partner together to
fulﬁll the mission has been started
in Andong. We especially need
to make a concentrated effort to
gather together and pray regularly
for Andong Village.
Hourn Kim Suong

SAO Cambodia supports the EFC Youth Camps as they train young leaders for the Cambodian Church.

If you want to support Kim Suong and his fellow students then please send a donation to SAO Cambodia
marked ‘Youth Commission’. Your gifts will enable young people to grow in their experience of Christ
and to develop into the spirit ﬁlled, Godly leaders the church of Cambodia will need in the coming years.

In April 2006, approximately 800 families living in a slum area of Phnom Penh known as Sambok
Chap were forcibly evicted from their homes near the river. They were relocated to rice paddies 14
miles outside of Phnom Penh in a place called
Andong. There is no running water, electricity,
or sewers and not enough land for farming.

Pastor Abraham Hang, a Cambodian Christian
who is a graduate of KEY (Kingdom Equipped
Youth) Diamond Project. He heard about the
eviction and felt called to serve the people. So
he began visiting every weekday, talking with
the people and listening to their needs. He
prays with them and tries to help them with
their physical needs, e.g. a few dollars to fix
their moto or helping them to get medicine from
a hospital. On Sunday, he organized worship.
At first people were suspicious and questioned
Some church members
his motives. But gradually the community has
come to trust him because of his caring and consistent presence. He is in process of forming
a charitable organization (NGO).
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Conference 2008 - Its not fair
Dressed for the occasion

We met at Bawtry Hall for our conference
this year, with speakers joining us from
Cambodia and Northern Ireland. We
explored the concept of fairness, hearing
from Trevor Ramsey, speaking on the life of
Joseph, Dave and Laura Vann and Jez and
Jacqui Heasman, SAO members and from
Linda Chisholm from the Prison Fellowship
Trevor Ramsey from Greenisland Church Northern Ireland

Our youngest delegate - Paul Heasman

John and Penny plot some problems for folks to solve, to learn how
hard it is to get Cambodian Government permissions.

Mary Barnet and Sokhon Hong cooked delicious food for the
Cambodian evening of entertainment

Spring
2005 2008
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Keith Bushell learns how to pay the proper respect needed if you
want to get your permission to build a house!
A Trinity Academy youth team member learns how to carry
a baby in Cambodia

Linda Chisholm speaks about
her Cambodian experiences
with Prison Fellowship

John and Penny
are new representatives
for SAO in the South
East. If you want
them to speak in your
meeting then contact the SAO
office

Dave Thomson led the
worship

Inequality

Where corruption is the norm and ‘justice’ can be bought, the poor and
powerless suffer at the hands of the rich and powerful.
We heard how Joseph’s life was full of injustice and yet God used him mightily and raised him
up to demonstrate to his brothers both grace and justice. We heard from Laura a little about
how unfairly life has treated some who end up in the sex trade and the work of those who seek
to give them other opportunities. Jez talked about the unfairness of the land grabbing that
deprives the minorities of their ancestral land while Linda told tales of injustice in the Prison
system. Please pray for all our SAO team as they deal with the overwhelming injustices that
corruption and greed have made so common.
Trevor’s three talks and Mary and Sokhon’s recipes are available on CD from the SAO Cambodia office.
VISION
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1.HOPE
Hope International is a
Christian school that was
formed in February 2002
to provide affordable
high quality education
for the families of
Christian mission and
development workers in
Phnom Penh. They are
now developing a home
school support service.
Mark and Jane Prothero
are members of SAO
working as the two
school principals at Hope
International School in
Cambodia. Mark is about
to become acting Director
and Jane is currently
leading the school
through the accreditation
process with the
Association of Christian
Schools International.
I was becoming a person that
I did not like in my old school,
but at HOPE I can just be me,
and people like me

WHAT THE PARENTS
SAY...

Problems that arise can be dealt with from many positive angles,
including the spiritual angle which is often the most important. Many
of these problems would be ignored, not recognized, or swept under
the carpet at another school
We have stayed
in Cambodia
Hope has made a huge impact
longer because on us. We can have vision and
of Hope
passion for ministry and retain Hope gives us a real
peace of mind and
excellence in the children’s
ability to focus on long
education
term mission.
These parents are involved in many projects, for example Food for the Hungry,
working with university students, training healthcare workers, working in
shelters for trafficked children and women, dentistry, discipleship, teacher
training, business management, to name but a few. Such projects can make
a huge difference for many Cambodians, who can learn skills that can be
marketed. Many missionary families would go home if Hope did not exist.

WHAT THE CHILDREN
SAY...
In England I learned about
religion, at HOPE I can do it. I
can practice being a Christian,
and I know God is right beside
me all day

I am a bit of a nerd, and that is
OK at HOPE School! It was not
at my last school
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SAO supports TWO schools in Phnom Penh
Founded in 2002, Logos is a growing, Christian,
international school in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Logos serves nearly 300 students from
pre-school to Grade 12. The students come from
a range of backgrounds, some from mission
families, some from local Cambodian families.
SAO affiliate, Katherine Hodson, has been
working as a class teacher for the last six months
and writes about her life and future plans.
Having spent 6 months in Cambodia
in 2006 with SAO, I knew that God
had more for me here and after doing
my PGCE last year I came out again
to work at Logos International School
in Phnom Penh. I’ve been here for 6
months already and the experiences
and the students will last in my
memory for a lifetime.

2.LOGOS

My life
has been
consumed over the past few months
by teaching, teaching and more
teaching. Everyone says that the first
year of teaching after training is the
most intense and it has certainly been
comparable to my PGCE year in
terms of busyness.

Living in Cambodia can be frustrating
at times – such as the time when I
went to the Cargo Terminal to pick
up my shipment of two boxes and the
whole process took two long days
of toing and froing and much paper
pushing, leaving me with a taste of
Cambodian bureaucratic inefficiency.
Every positive aspect of Cambodia
also has its negative side: ie. it’s
easy to think that Cambodians
are extremely friendly when they
say hello to you and smile so
frequently, but then you realise that
all the endless hellos are reserved for
foreigners only, as though there were
some hierarchy of colour and wealth.

The school is a fantastic environment
to be able to input into, however, and
makes all the busyness worthwhile.
This is not just a school for wealthy
kids as most of the international
schools in Phnom Penh are; neither
is it a school just for the children of
missionaries, commendable though
that is. The aspect that drew me
most to the school and still draws
me is that the school offers free and
discounted places to a high proportion
of Cambodians from poor families
and I know that their lives and futures
are being transformed for the better
by their education at Logos. One of
the visions of the school is to see the
students at the school become future
leaders in Cambodia.

I love the fact that life is so raw
here and we’re not having our every
single move monitored by the state
as we would back home, but at the
same time that rawness is a potential
recipe for injustices, occasionally
experienced by Westerners but mainly
borne by the nationals.

A week ago I completed one of the
most incredible experiences of my life
and that was involvement in directing
a High School performance of C.
S. Lewis’ The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader. I’d always loved the Narnia
stories and knew that they were a
good way of conveying the gospel

message in an entertaining way,
and the final performance blew me
away and made me really proud of
my students.
The students are some of the most
lovable and fun that you’ll meet
anywhere and although good
classroom management is most
definitely still a top priority, being
comfortable around the students and
hearing “Thank you Miss Hodson”
after a day’s standard class is a
wonderful thing.
Finally during these six months I
managed to find time to develop a
relationship with a lovely, and Godly
young man and over the Christmas
holidays I went to meet him in India
for the first time, and we got engaged,
and are due to be married in July!
Prayers appreciated for the relational,
practical and financial outworkings of
this marriage.
Katherine Hodson

Katherine and Blessan

Hope School needs teachers – if you want to serve mission families, enjoy being with kids

and have a teaching qualification we would love to hear from you. Currently we need a teacher for a Year 2 class, ready to
start in the new academic year. Right now there are twelve children on roll, and they will be in a composite Y1 and 2 class. If
we found a teacher the class would probably grow, but twenty is our maximum class size. We are also looking for a librarian.
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How we spent Money for nothing
the money in 2007

You can earn money for SAO Cambodia through
your searches on the internet, at no cost to you.

INCOME (£)
Donations
Fund raising
Interest
Total

partners. But most
of the support that
keeps our team in
country comes from
you, our supporters.
We are grateful for
the generous and
sacrificial giving that
you have been able
to make.

280,046
4,184
2,207
------------286,437

EXPENDITURE (£)
Admin
Publicity
UK staff
Operations
Total

25,627
14,333
81,047
189,912
------------310,919

Surplus (deficit)

(£24,483)

If anyone wants detailed
accounts then these are
available on application to our
SAO Cambodia office.

£

Of course these bare figures do not
reveal the countless lives that the
work of SAO Cambodia has touched
over the past year.
In Cambodia we work with street
children in Phnom Penh and tribal
minorities in Ratanakiri. With micro
enterprise projects in the villages
and child care workers in Buddhist
temples. From the children of foreign
missionaries to prisoners without
hope. New projects have been started
with single mothers and church based
community development. Many have
been given a chance to see the love of
Christ through the work of the SAO
Cambodia team and our national staff.
The million dollars required to fund
the projects across Cambodia that
we are involved in with our partners
under ICC, comes from large funding
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All you need to do is use the Everyclick search
engine instead of Google or Yahoo and every
time you search a small amount is donated by
the advertisers on the site. If you make it your
default search engine then it will be a no cost, no
effort way of raising money.
To start work raising money go to :

http://www.everyclick.com/sao-cambodia/39352/143977

More details are available in the previous Vision

The Tax Man relents!

In the UK the team as well as
supporting the field team, has been
busy raising awareness of Cambodia
and mission in general amongst the
churches and in schools too. We
have been helped by visitors from
Cambodia as well.
We have employed a Youth and
Publicity officer who has led much of
the schools work and will be leading
a Youth Team from a Doncaster
Christian ethos school in the summer.

In the previous issue we reported on
how the tax changes would bring about a
reduction in the tax we could recover on
your giving. Fortunately the Chancellor
has listened to the petitions of those in the
charitable sector and has relented.
He will allow a three year transitional
period in which we can still claim the
same amount we would have claimed
before the changes. So although this is
a help, we will eventually have to deal
with the drop in tax recovery income.

You will see that we had a substantial
deficit last year and this year have
had to raise allowance levels for our
Cambodia staff to meet rising costs
due to global inflationary pressures
and profiteering on commodities.
Because funds are tight we could
only afford to raise allowances by 7%
despite food price rises of up to 40%.
So, to enable our team to continue
doing the work they do, serving God
and the people of Cambodia, we have
a challenge to raise more funding in
the coming year.
If you think you could act as a
fundraiser then contact Sarah at
s.johnston@saocambodia.org for
some ideas. If you want to become
a regional representative then contact
Geoff at g.collett@saocambodia.org

£

£

Pray for the Trinity team
A youth group is travelling out to
Cambodia from Trinity Academy,
Doncaster this coming July. They
will be working at an orphanage
as well as seeing projects and
something of Cambodia’s history
and culture.
Please pray that God would meet
with them during their trip and that
He would keep them fit and well.
Pray for their fund raising and for
the two teachers and SAO’s Sarah
Johnston who will be leading the trip.

As well as the
large development
projects that we
run with our
partners in ICC,
SAO Cambodia
supports, in a
small way, a
number of other
activities in
Cambodia. Here
is an excerpt from
the Theological
Education
by Extension
Association
of Cambodia
(TEEAC)
newsletter,
describing the
opening of a
regional centre in
Battambang. This
work is crucial
in giving training
to church leaders
who do not have
resources to come
in to Phnom Penh.
SAO Cambodia
is encouraging
leadership training
programmes as
these represent
the best way of
strengthening the
church as it grows.

May 2008

TEEAC Opens First Regional Center
The Theological Education by Extension Association of Cambodia is pleased
to announce a significant step forward in our ministry, made possible by our
supporters. As of mid-April our first regional center began operations in the
provincial seat of Battambang. It is staffed by our trainer Mr. Keo Ratana
(known by most as Hong), who is moving back to his hometown after five years
working out of Phnom Penh.
This is an important development for TEEAC. For many years our office in
Phnom Penh has supported TEEAC members as they have taken TEE throughout the country. Through them, we now provide decentralized training in every
province and major city in Cambodia. But as TEE spread, it became difficult for
us to meet the needs of all of our members from one central location.
The regional center in Battambang is one step toward solving this
very positive problem. Many Christian organizations in the Battambang area have expressed an interest in using TEE, but lack qualified
Study Center Leaders (SCLs) to facilitate classes. Hong will train up
new SCLs and coach existing SCLs through our higher-level courses.
He will also sell TEEAC coursebooks, making it much more convenient
for members in all of northwest Cambodia to get training materials.
Our Battambang regional center was made possible by generous
donations from supporters. Most of TEEAC’s growth will continue to happen through our member organizations, but we are committed to providing
decentralized training that is available to everyone regardless of location.
With this in mind we anticipate appointing more regional coordinators to
support and extend these programs nationally. Please look to the future with us, praying about how we can best support current SCLs and help establish new programs in
order to meet the needs of Cambodians in even the remotest of areas.

Don’t Just Take Our Word For It!

A few of our students talk about the impact TEE has had
in their lives:
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Happy 5th Birthday HOSEA

In January
the HOSEA
programme celebrated five years of operations with an event at the Chenla
theatre in Phnom Penh. Some of the 600 child care workers who have
received training through the programme attended, as did the Community
child care workers seen below. A special thanks go to SAO members Deth
Symons and Sarah Chhin
for the work they have put
into this project and also
the Finnish Evangelical
Lutheran Mission who were
major funders. Praise God
for the Christian witness of
this work and the lives that
have been changed.
The HOSEA Community Care workers

Some of the HOSEA supporters and staff.
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Cambodia News

Compiled by Geoff Collett from various reports

Photo courtesy of Carol Collett

Food Price Inflation

looking for land to develop in Siem
Reap or Sihanoukville for tourism, or
for commercial developments in Phnom
Penh. Others are acquiring the natural
resources of Cambodia by buying up
forested land for agricultural or mineral
development. The losers are the poor
and uneducated. who often cannot
prove ownership and are driven off, or
are forced to sell at low prices.

Cambodia’s annualised food price
inflation rate was running at 24% in
March, with some products having
risen by 40%. Fuel costs have also
risen dramatically as they have
around the world. The Government
have prevented rice exports for two
months in orer to ensure it reaches
Cambodian markets. Poor rice farmers
are anticipated to run out of rice by
June and will have to buy on the
open market. Most have no financial
reserves to do this.

Eco-tourism

The World Conservation Society
are encouraging the protection of
some of Cambodia’s internationally
important populaitons of birds through
community development programmes.

Land sales

Almost half of Cambodia has been sold
to foreign interests through Cambodian
intermediaries, over the past eighteen
months. The buyers are developers

Villagers are enlisted to act as
protectors and tour guides at several

national parks around the country
earning an income from the tourists
who come to see such species as the
Bengal Florican, the Sarus crane and
the White-rumped vulture.

Dith Pran dies

Dith Pran, the Cambodian-born
journalist whose harrowing tale of
enslavement and eventual escape from
that country’s murderous Khmer Rouge
revolutionaries in 1979 became the
subject of the award-winning film The
Killing Fields, died in New Jersey of
pancreatic canceer, aged 65.
Dith coined the phrase ‘killing fields’
to describe the scenes he observed
as he fled to the refugee camp on the
Thai border during his escape.

Keep up with the Cambodian news by visiting the SAO Cambodia website www.saocambodia.org and clicking on News

While they may have been smiling and
confident/relieved when these before and
after photographs were taken, you can be sure
they weren’t grinning all of Sunday 25th May
as this group of sprightly athletes pounded
the streets of Edinburgh and the beautiful
coastline for a full 26 miles and 385 yards.
One of our Edinburgh marathon runners
trained in the stadium on the front cover.
Dave, Tom, Jodi, Sarah, Gillian, Ivor and Peter, the day before

It was all in the name of fund-raising
for SAO Cambodia. If you want to add
retrospectively to the figure of £4,000
raised (which is short of their target), then
it is still possible at www.justgiving.com/
ivorgreer or by mailing a cheque marked on
the back with ‘Marathon’ to the SAO office.
You don’t have to run a marathon to raise
money for SAO Cambodia, see page 10. for
information and contacts for fund-raising ideas.

SAO Cambodia, Bawtry Hall, Bawtry, Doncaster, DN10 6JH • Tel: 01302-714004
Email: admin@saocambodia.org • Web site: www.saocambodia.org

